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An approximation method for mean waiting times in cyclic-service systems with a mixture of 
exhaustive I gated I 1-limited service strategies is presented. The method provides a unification and generali
zation of some known good approximations for single strategies. The results of an exact analysis of the 
two-queue case where one queue is served exhaustively and the other queue 1-limited, support the 
approximation idea. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Token-passing protocols are becoming increasingly popular for application in Local Area Networks 
(LAN's) with a ring or bus topology. With these protocols, rather than to attach all stations to a sin
gle subnetwork such as a ring, for various reasons it is preferred to interconnect several subnetworks. 
When there is no need for protocol conversion in the interconnection a bridge is used: a dedicated 
station in a LAN providing interconnection between subnetworks, at a very low level of architecture. 
When a LAN is to be connected to a network of an other type, a gateway must be used: from the 
point of view we shall adopt here, a gateway is a dedicated station in a LAN providing the intercon
nection between networks, where there may be a need for protocol conversion. Of course a gateway 
has to be substantially more complicated and operates at a higher level of architecture than a bridge 
does, and hence is usually much slower compared to a bridge. So, essentially, we distinguish between 
three types of stations in a token-passing (sub-)network: ordinary stations, bridge stations, and gate
way stations. It is clear that, since these types of stations each have different characteristics, it may 
be advantageous to assign them different priorities with respect to the communication protocol. 

In general, the performance of polling schemes, of which the token-passing protocol is an example, 
can be analyzed by studying single-server, multi-queue queueing systems. For example in a token ring 
LAN the common transmission medium may be represented by the single server, and the worksta
tions attached to the ring by the queues. The circulation of the token along the ring implies that the 
stations are polled in a cyclic order. 

This paper is concerned with the waiting-time process at the various queues of a polling system as 
described above. Let us first present a more detailed model description. We consider a system of N 
queues, Q1, ... ,QN, served sequentially in cyclic order by a single server S. Messages arrive at all 
queues according to independent Poisson processes with arrival intensities Ai.A2, ••• ,AN. The 
switch-over times of the server between the i-th and (i +I )-th queue are independent, identically dis
tributed random variables, with first moment si, second moment sF> and Laplace Stieltjes Transform 
(LST) oi(·). The first moment of the total switch-over time during a cycle of the server is denoted by 
s, its second moment by sC2>. The service times of type-i messages (messages enqueued in Qi) are 
independent, identically distributed random variables with first moment /3i, second moment f3Fl and 
LST /3i(·). We assume that the arrival process, the service process and the switch-over process are 
mutually independent. The offered traffic at Q;, p;, and the total offered traffic, p, are defined as: 
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Pi:="Ai/Ji, i=l, ... ,N; p:=p1+1>2+ ... +PN· 

For the service strategies at the queues we consider three possibilities, which differ in the number of 
messages which may be served in a queue during a visit of server S to that queue. Assume that S 
visits Qi. When Qi is empty, S immediately begins to switch to Q; + 1• Otherwise S acts as follows, 
depending on the service strategy at Q;: 

I) Exhaustive service: S serves type-i messages until Q; is empty, 
2) I-Limited service: S serves one type-i message, 
3) Gated service: S serves exactly those type-i messages present upon his arrival at Q; (a gate closes 

upon his arrival). 

In a queueing model of a token ring LAN where some of the stations act as bridges or gateways, it 
may be natural to assign a higher priority to the queues which represent these dedicated stations than 
to the other queues at the ring. In order to incorporate this in our model, we shall allow mixed 
cyclic-service strategies (e.g., exhaustive at Q1 and Q3, gated at Q4 and Q5 and I-limited at Q2 and 
Q6, ... ,QN). The service strategy at the ordinary queues usually is I-limited, but at the dedicated 
queues one may use the exhaustive or gated service strategy to model the preferential treatment 
received by these queues. 

The main performance measures of interest in cyclically served queueing systems are the mean wait
ing times of messages at the various queues. Unfortunately, explicit analytical results for even mean 
waiting times in these systems are only available in some exceptional cases. Furthermore, even in the 
case that it is possible to calculate the mean waiting times explicitly, as in a system with (a mixture 
of) exhaustive or gated service at all queues, the determination of the N mean waiting times requires 
the solution of at least O(N2) linear equations, cf. [8], [14]. For a system of queues with I-limited 
service, only the two-queue case has been explicitly solved ([3]), requiring the solution of a Riemann
Hilbert boundary value problem of mathematical physics. So there definitely is a need for approxi
mations, and already a vast literature has appeared on this subject, cf. [4], [5], [7], [9], [11] and [13]. 
Most of the recent approximations are based on the recently discovered pseudo-conservation laws, 
exact expressions for weighted sums of the mean waiting times. In [8] such a pseudo-conservation law 
has been proven for a system of queues with either exhaustive, or gated service at all queues, and in 
[15] also for a system of queues with I-limited service. In [I], [2], these laws have been generalized by 
allowing a mixture of (four) different service strategies at different queues. For the model described 
above, the pseudo-conservation law derived in [I] reduces to the following expression. Denote by e 
the group of e(xhaustive) queues, by g the group of g(ated) queues, and by 11 the group of 1-l(imited) 
queues. Assume that p<l, and that, for alljEI/, p+"Ajs<l. This ensures that the stationary distri
butions of the waiting times exist. Denote by EW; the mean waiting time at Qi. Then 

A·S 
~p;EW; + ~p;EW; + ~p;[I-t=-JEW; = (1.1) 

iEe iEg iEI/ p 

A; fJF> s<2> s [ 2 "" 2 "" 2 p~2(1-p) + P27 + 2(1-p) p -.~Pi+.~ p;]. 
1 1Ee 1Eg, II 

In this paper we shall present a very straightforward approximation for the mean waiting times in 
cyclic-service systems with a mixture of exhaustive/ gated/ I-limited service strategies. The approxima
tion unifies and generalizes existing approximations for single strategies. The paper is organized as 
follows: in Section 2 the results of an exact analysis of the two-queue E/ I L model are presented; in 
Section 3 the approximation is introduced; it is compared with simulation. The results from Section 2 
support the concept. The approximation appears to be very accurate for mixtures of the gated and 
exhaustive service strategies. If also the I-limited strategy is allowed, the approximation becomes 
worse when one or more of the I-limited queues becomes heavily loaded (p+"A;s close to one). In 
such a "heavy-traffic" case, the approximation should be refined. Such a refinement is suggested in 
Section 4; it will be discussed in detail in a forth-coming paper [10]. 
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2. EXACT MEAN WAITING-TIME RESULTS FOR THE TWO-QUEUE E/IL MODEL 

In this section we consider a model consisting of two queues, Q1 and Q2, where the service strategy 
is exhaustive at Q1 and I-limited at Q2. For a description of the model and the model parameters we 
refer to Section 1. Note that in case the switch-over times are zero the model may be identified with 
the non-preemptive priority MIG/ 1 queue with two types of customers. 

As a notational convention we shall write af3(s) for the product of the Laplace Stieltjes Transforms 
a.(s) and /3(s). Some further notation: 

r;:="A;/"A; 

x: ="A(l-r1z1 -r2z2). 

Let F/·, ·) denote the joint generating function of the queue-length stationary state distribution at 
arrival instants of the server at Qj, j = 1,2. It is easily found, that 

a2/32(x) z2-/32(x) 
F1(zi.z2) = F2(zi.z2) + O'z(x) F2(z1,0); (2.1) 

Z2 Zz 

F2(z1,z2) = F1(y1("A2(1-z2)),z2)0'1(x), (2.2) 

where y1 (-) is the LST of the length of the busy period at Q 1 starting with one customer present. For 
notational convenience we shall write 

and 

x := "A(l-r101(z2)-r2z2). 

Taking z 1 =o1(z 2) in (2.1) yields: 

0'2/32(x) - z2-/32(x) 
F1(01(z2),z2) = F2(01(z2),z2) + O'z(x) F2(01(z2),0). 

z2 z2 
(2.3) 

From (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain 

O'z/32(x) - z2 -/32(i) 
F2(zi.z2) = a1(x) F2(01(z2),z2) + 0'1(x)a2(x) F2(01(z2),0). (2.4) 

z2 z2 

Again taking z 1 =o1(z 2), now in (2.4), yields: 

O'J0'2/32(x) - z2-/32(x) 
F2(01(z2),z2) = F2(01(z2),z2) + 01a2(x) F2(01(z2),0), (2.5) 

z2 z2 

which may be written as 

Note that, cf. (2.2): 

F2(zi.O) = F1(Y1("A2),0)a1("A(l-r1z1)). 

Of course we have, cf. for instance [ 1 ], 

1-p-"Azs 
F2(l,O) = l-p · 

Hence, from (2. 7) and (2.8), 

1-p-"Azs 01("A(l-r101(z2))) 
F2(01(z2),0) = l-p O't("A.

2
) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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Finally, from (2.4), (2.6) and (2.9): 

(2.10) 

The generating functions of the queue lengths at polling instants and the Laplace Stieltjes Transforms 
of the waiting time are related as follows (cf. Watson [15]): 

' w l-i\1,81 1-F1(z 1,1) E[e-"'(1-z,) '] = (2.11) 
_!f_p ( 1)1 ,81(i\1(l-zi))-z1 ' 
d I Z1, z,=I 

Z1 

E[e -A,(l-z,)W,] = F2(1,z2)-F2(l,O) 
z(l-F2(1,0)) 

A straightforward calculation now yields the Laplace Stieltjes Transforms of the waiting times at Q 1 
and Q2 respectively: 

E[e-vw,
1 

= a1a2,82(v)-l l.=..e_ + 
i\1 -v -i\1,81(v) s 

l-p-i\2s a1(i\2 +v)a2(v) l-/32(v) 
s a1(i\2) i\1 -v -i\1f31(v) 

w 1-p-i\2s a1(i\(l-r1r1(v))) v 
E[e-v 2

] = a1(v) (i\) a2(i\(l-r1Y1(v)-r2(l--i\ )))X 
s a1 2 2 

i\z-v -i\2/32(i\(l-r1yi(v)-r2(1- i\v ))) 
2 1 

i\ i\ /3 i\ v i\2-v 
2-v - 2a1a2 2( (l-r1Y1(v)-r2(1- i\

2 
))) 

The mean waiting times are given by: 

(2.12) 

If we take a1(v)=exp[-s 1v], we obtain a special case of a model previously studied by Skinner [12]. 
In this particular case 

EW1 = (1-p-i\2s)EW2, (2.14) 

while in general we have 

EW1 ~ (l-p-i\2s)EW2. (2.15) 

We shall come back to equality (2.14) later. 
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3. THE APPROXIMATION METHOD 

The approximation consists of two steps. The first step is to express the mean waiting time at Qi in 
Erei: the expected time until the next arrival of Sat Q;. Below we will show that for Qi gated: 

EWi = (1 +p;)Ere;; (3.l) 

while for Qi exhaustive: 

EW; ~ (1-pi)Erei. 

For Qi I-limited we take: 

Ere
EWi ~ l-A.-~C.' 

I b,1 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where ECb,i denotes the mean cycle time at Qi, given the cycle contains a service at Qi. An approxi
mation for ECb,i will be presented in the sequel. 

The second step is to assume Ere; is the same for all i: Ere; = Ere. We then substitute the expres
sions for the mean waiting times into the pseudo-conservation law ( 1.1) and thus obtain the following 
approximation for the mean residual cycle time: 

~ [ ~ A;/3F> s<
2

> s 2 _ ~ 2 ~ 2 ] 
Ere p""'2(1-) +p 2s + 2(1- )(p ·""'Pi+_""" Pd X 

I p p I Ee I Eg, I/ 

(3.4) 

[ ]

-I 
A;S 1 

X ~pi(l-p;)+ ~Pi(l +p;)+ ~P;(l-~) 1-A.-EC . 
iEe iEg iEI/ p I b,1 

Substitution of Ere in the above formulas for EWi yields the approximation for the mean waiting 
times at the various queues. 

Now that we have sketched the global idea we shall take a somewhat more detailed look at the 
approximation. We define the cycle time Ci for Qi as the time between two successive arrivals of S at 
Q;. It is easily seen that ECi is independent of i. The visit time V; of S for Qi is the time between the 
arrival of S at Qi and his subsequent departure from that queue. The intervisit time, Ii, for Qi is 
defined as: I; = Ci - V;. Below we will discuss how we can express the mean waiting times at the 
various queues in Erei, the mean residual cycle time for Q;. 

I) Gated service strategy at Qi. In this case the mean waiting time of an arriving tagged type-i mes
sage consists of two components. First a mean residual type-i cycle time, because due to the gating 
mechanism a message is never served in the cycle in which it arrived. Secondly, the mean time from 
the instant the server arrives at Qi> till the moment the tagged message starts to receive service. This 
component consists of all the service times from the messages that arrived after the start of the previ
ous visit period, but before the tagged message arrived. Hence it is given by A;Ere;/3i (=p;Ere;). 

2) Exhaustive service strategy at Q;. For this case we shall prove that 

EWi = (l-p;)Erc;, (3.5) 

where Eiei is the mean residual cycle time at Qi that now corresponds to a type-i cycle, Ci, being 
defined as the time between two successive departures of S from Qi. After we have proven (3.5) we 
shall just ignore the (small) difference between Ere; and Erci, hence arriving at relation (3.2). 
With this giffer~nt definiti9n of a cycle, denote the LST of the intervisit time, visit time and cycle time 
for Q; by I;(-), Vj('), and Ci(-), respectively. As in Bux & Truong [5], it may be proven that 

- -
C;(s) = I;(s +A.i-A.iy;(s)), (3.6) 

where Y;(·) is the LST of the length of the busy period at Qi starting with one message present. 
" 
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Hence we obtain the following result for the second moment of the intervisit time for Q;: 

-2 _ 2 - 2 "A;/3\2> 
El; - (l-p;) EC; - -

1
-s. (3.7) -p 

Furthermore we have, 

Ei2 "A {3(2) 
EW; = ---' + --' -'-

2EI; 2(1 - P;) 
(3.8) 

cf. for instance Doshi [6]. Substituting (3.7) into (3.8) and using Eic;=EC; 12EC;, now yields (3.5). 
Note that the derivation above is completely independent of the service strategies at the other queues. 

3) I-Limited service strategy at Q;. Denote by X; the number of waiting messages at Q; just before the 
arrival of a type-i message, and by Cb,i the length of a cycle of the server which starts with a service 
at Q, and ends when the server returns to Q;. Similar reasoning as in [4] leads to the approximation 

(3.9) 

This is an approximation, because the use of Wald's lemma, leading to the last term in the right-hand 
side of (3.9), is not justified here. Using the fact that Poisson arrivals see time averages, and Little's 
formula, we may write EX; ="A;EW;. Substitution of this in (3.9) leads to (3.3). 

For the approximation of ECb,i• note that it consists of a type-i service, and, possibly, services of 
messages at the other queues, plus the total switch-over time. It is now assumed that the number of 
type-} messages arriving during ECb,;, equals the number of type-} messages departing during ECb,i 
(balance of flow). Hence we approximate the average number of type-} services during ECb,i by 
"A1ECb,i· The idea of this assumption is due to Kuehn [11]. However, for the case that Q1 has a 1-
limited service strategy, for obvious reasons we bound "A1Ecb.i by I. So our approximation for ECb,i 
will be calculated from the equation 

ECb,i = /3; + s + ~ ~ECb,;/31 + ~min(l,"A1ECb,i)f31. (3.10) 
jEe,g JEii 

If "A1ECb,i ~I for all queues Q1 with I-limited service, then (3.10) simplifies to 

/3;+s 
ECb · = ' (3 11) 

,I 1-p+pj • 

and (3.3) in that case reduces to: 

1-p+p; 
EW; ~ l 'A Ere;. -p- is (3.12) 

In general, the assumption that Ere;= Ere for all i is fairly accurate. However cf. Everitt [7], for a 
discussion of some factors which may influence the accuracy. 

For the two-queue case from Section 2, it was noted that (cf. (2.14)), if the switch-over time from 
Q1 to Q2 is a constant, EW1 = (l-p-"A2s)EW2 • It may be easily seen that the approximation for 
this case is exact. Furthermore the approximation is exact in the cases where N = 1, and also in the 
cases where we have a symmetrical system, i.e. all N queues having the same characteristics. In the 
case that all queues have exhaustive, or all queues have gated service, the approximation reduces to an 
approximation by Everitt [7]. In the case that all queues have a I-limited service strategy, it closely 
resembles the approximatior;i. of Boxma & Meister [4]. 
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RESULTS 

We shall now present some results of the approximation. The results are compared with simulation. 
In all cases considered, the service-time distributions are taken negative exponential. Furthermore the 
switch-over time distributions are taken deterministic; this is not a serious limitation, since varying 
the distribution of the switch-over times has only a marginal effect in most cases. In Tables 1-12, the 
individual switch-over times are taken equal to 0.1, in Tables 13 and 14 equal to 0.05. 
Tables 1-12 are all for 3-queue models with a total traffic intensity of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8. Tables 1-6 
present cases where A.1=0.6, A.2=A.3 =0.2; /31=/32=/h. Tables 7-12 present cases where A.i=l/3, 
i = 1,2,3; /32 = {33 =(I I 3)/31. 

The relative error presented in the tables below, is defined as 

approximatio~ resul~ - simulation result 1 OO%. 
s1mulatzon result 

Tables 13-14 treat 12-queue models, all with a total traffic intensity of 0.5. In cases I to 3 of Table 13 
we have asymmetric arrival streams, while all /3; are equal to 0.5. In case l, A.1 =0.56, 
A.2= ... =A.12 =0.04. In case 2, ~=0.56, A.1= ... =A.3 =A.5 = ... =A.12=0.04. In case 3, A.8 =0.56, 
A.1 = ... =A.7 =A.9 = ... =A.12 =0.04 (note that p+A.8s =0.836, so that Q8 is quite heavily "loaded"). In 
cases I to 3 of Table 14 one queue has a larger mean service time than the other queues; 
A.1= ... =A.12 =1/12. In case I, /31=3.36, /32= ... =/312 =0.24, in case 2, /34 =3.36, 
/31 = ... =/33 =/3s = ... =/312 =0.24, and in case 3, /3s =3.36, /31 = ... =/37 =/39 = ... =/312 =0.24. 

REMARK Some improvements for the case that there is a heavily loaded I-limited queue in the system 
may be made by a modifying procedure as described in [4], leading to a reduced system. Note that 
we can improve somewhat upon this procedure by substituting the mean waiting times for the 
reduced system in the pseudo-conservation law for the original system, hence obtaining a better 
approximation for the mean waiting time of the (omitted) heavy traffic queue. The modifying pro
cedure may lead to considerable improvement: for instance for Table 3 the modification applied to 
the case p=0.8 yielded errors of 2.6, 4.0 and 0.7 percent for the mean waiting times at Qi. Q2 and 
Q3 respectively, instead of the old values -0.6, 20.3 and -17.2 percent (the fact that all three errors are 
positive indicates an inaccuracy in the simulation); for Table 4 we obtain errors of -3. l, 6.1 and -1.2 
percent instead of -6.1, 31.3 and 22.6. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

A very simple and straightforward mean waiting-time approximation for cyclic-service systems with 
mixed service strategies has been derived and investigated. The approximation unifies and generalizes 
some previous approximations. It is constructed in such a way that it fulfills the pseudo-conservation 
law. Despite its simplicity, the approximation provides considerable insight into both the qualitative 
and quantitative behavior of the mean waiting times. For systems where some of the queues have a 
I-limited service strategy, the approximation clearly is a low- or medium-traffic approximation. The 
approximation is better for the case that we have a strong asymmetry with respect to the arrival pro
cess, than for the case that we have a strong asymmetry with respect to the service times. When only 
mixtures of exhaustive and gated queues are involved, the approximation is good over the whole range 
of admissible traffic intensities. 
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4. REFINEMENT OF THE APPROXIMATION 
As may be seen from the results presented in the previous section, the approximation has 

difficulties handling the case of heavy, asymmetric traffic in combination with the presence of 1-
limited queues. This is especially due to approximation (3.3). Comparison with exact results from [3] 
reveals that (3.3) is quite close in most cases, but there are a few exceptions, with errors up to 20 per
cent. In [10] an approximation will be presented which adds a correction term A; to formula (3.3), so 
that we get 

(4.1) 

The correction term is derived using similar arguments as in [13] (which only considers the I-limited 
strategy). It appears that this approximation is much less sensitive to the traffic intensity and can 
better cope with strong asymmetry than the one described in this paper. It is however more compli
cated and much less transparent. 
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Table 1 Table 2 

Qi EWi p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 Qi EWi p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 

simul. 0.286 0.58 1.64 simul. 0.381 0.86 2.99 
e approx. 0.288 0.59 1.91 g approx. 0.383 0.89 3.88 

error 0.6 2.3 15.9 error 0.5 4.6 29.9 

simul. 0.419 1.17 9.96 simul. 0.393 0.99 8.78 
1/ approx. 0.417 1.15 9.42 1/ approx. 0.386 0.94 6.74 

error -0.6 -1.9 -5.4 error -1.9 -5.8 -23.3 

simul. 0.418 1.17 9.96 simul. 0.392 1.00 8.78 
I/ approx. 0.417 1.15 9.42 11 approx. 0.386 0.94 6.74 

error -0.3 -1.7 -5.4 error -1.7 -6.2 -23.2 

Table 3 Table 4 

Qi EWi p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 Qi EWi p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 

simul. 0.535 1.57 57.83 simul. 0.532 1.56 60.38 
1/ approx. 0.534 1.55 57.49 1/ approx. 0.531 1.53 56.68 

error -0.1 -1.5 -0.6 error -0.2 -2.4 -6.l 

simul. 0.294 0.54 1.18 simul. 0.328 0.63 1.47 
e approx. 0.297 0.56 1.42 g approx. 0.332 0.67 1.93 

error 0.8 4.2 20.3 error 1.3 6.9 31.3 

simul. 0.373 0.81 2.56 simul. 0.370 0.79 2.48 
11 approx. 0.375 0.84 3.09 1/ approx. 0.372 0.83 3.04 

error 0.4 4.9 -17.2 error 0.6 4.8 22.6 

Table 5 Table 6 

Qi EWi p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 Qi EWi p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 

simul. 0.291 0.61 2.51 simul. 0.392 0.95 4.94 
e approx. 0.291 0.62 2.53 g approx. 0.393 0.96 4.98 

error 0.1 0.5 1.1 error 0.3 1.1 0.7 

simul. 0.379 0.97 5.60 simul. 0.314 0.67 2.88 
g approx. 0.376 0.97 5.65 e approx. 0.313 0.66 2.83 

error -0.9 0.5 1.0 error -0.5 -0.6 -2.0 

simul. 0.378 0.98 5.81 simul. 0.313 0.66 2.80 
g approx. 0.376 0.97 5.65 e approx. 0.313 0.66 2.83 

error -0.6 -1.1 -2.7 error 0.1 0.8 0.9 
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Table 7 Table 8 

Q; EW; p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 Q; EW; p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 

simul. 0.321 0.68 1.99 simul. 0.420 0.97 3.06 
e approx. 0.324 0.71 2.42 g approx. 0.426 1.06 4.82 

error 1.0 4.6 21.5 error 1.4 8.9 57.6 

simul. 0.503 1.58 18.51 simul. 0.467 1.38 16.95 
1/ approx. 0.501 1.53 16.77 1/ approx. 0.457 1.22 11.73 

error -0.4 -2.9 -9.4 error -1.8 -11.2 -30.8 

simul. 0.510 1.60 18.38 simul. 0.469 1.39 17.09 
11 approx. 0.501 1.53 16.77 1/ approx. 0.457 1.22 11.73 

error -1.8 -4.4 -8.8 error -2.6 -11.9 -31.4 

Table 9 Table 10 

Q; EW; p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 Q; EW; p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 

simul. 0.515 1.44 12.99 simul. 0.516 1.43 12.53 
1/ approx. 0.515 1.47 13.74 1/ approx. 0.511 1.45 13.53 

error 0.1 1.9 5.8 error -0.9 1.2 8.0 

simul. 0.323 0.63 1.49 simul. 0.357 0.73 1.85 
e approx. 0.330 0.66 1.70 g approx. 0.369 0.80 2.31 

error 2.2 5.5 14.0 error 3.4 9.6 24.7 

simul. 0.452 1.12 10.33 simul. 0.453 1.20 10.04 
1/ approx. 0.445 1.10 7.28 1/ approx. 0.441 1.08 7.16 

error -1.6 -8.l -29.6 error -2.6 -9.4 -28.6 

Table 11 Table 12 

Q; EW; p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 Q; EW; p=.3 p=.5 p=.8 

simul. 0.326 0.73 3.14 simul. 0.439 1.16 6.23 
e approx. 0.328 0.75 3.22 g approx. 0.438 1.14 6.22 

error 0.6 2.1 2.6 error -0.3 -1.3 -0.1 

simul. 0.419 1.16 7.01 simul. 0.342 0.77 3.46 
g approx. 0.424 1.17 7.18 e approx. 0.349 0.79 3.53 

error 1.1 1.6 2.4 error 1.9 2.4 2.0 

simul. 0.433 1.24 7.60 simul. 0.350 0.80 3.53 
g approx. 0.424 1.17 7.18 e approx. 0.349 0.79 3.53 

error -2.3 -5.2 -5.5 error -0.4 -1.4 -0.l 
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Table 13 

case 1 case 2 case 3 

Q; simul. approx./ error simul. approx./ error simul. approx./ error 

e 0.84 0.85 (1.4) 1.00 1.01 (0.8) 0.85 0.89 (4.4) 
e 1.15 1.16 (0.9) 1.00 1.01 (0.6) 0.85 0.89 (4.3) 
e 1.14 1.16 (1.4) 1.00 1.01 (0.4) 0.85 0.89 (4.4) 
g 1.19 1.21 (1.5) 1.31 1.32 (0.8) 0.89 0.93 (4.2) 
g 1.20 1.21 (1.0) 1.05 1.05 (-0.6) 0.89 0.93 (3.9) 
g 1.21 1.21 (-0.1) 1.06 1.05 (-0.9) 0.89 0.93 (3.5) 
g 1.20 1.21 (0.9) 1.05 1.05 (0.0) 0.89 0.93 (3.6) 
II 1.32 1.29 (-1.7) 1.15 1.12 (-2.5) 4.40 4.31 (-2.0) 
II 1.33 1.29 (-2.6) 1.15 1.12 (-2.5) 0.93 0.99 (5.9) 
II 1.32 1.29 (-2.4) 1.15 1.12 (-2.5) 0.93 0.99 (5.6) 
II 1.33 1.29 (-2.9) 1.15 1.12 (-2.6) 0.94 0.99 (5.3) 
II 1.33 1.29 (-2.6) 1.15 1.12 (-2.3) 0.94 0.99 (5.0) 

Table 14 

case 1 case 2 case 3 

Q; simul. approx./ error simul. approx./ error simul. approx./ error 

e 1.91 2.11 (10.5) 2.09 2.26 (7.9) 1.78 1.99 (11.9) 
e 2.65 2.87 (8.2) 2.13 2.26 (5.9) 1.81 1.99 (9.9) 
e 2.71 2.87 (5.9) 2.17 2.26 (4.0) 1.83 1.99 (8.6) 
g 2.83 2.99 (5.6) 2.81 2.95 (4.9) 1.91 2.07 (8.4) 
g 2.86 2.99 (4.3) 1.99 2.35 (17.9) 1.94 2.07 (6.9) 
g 2.96 2.99 (1.1) 2.02 2.35 (16.5) 1.97 2.07 (5.4) 
g 3.03 2.99 (-1.5) 2.05 2.35 (14.7) 2.01 2.07 (3.2) 
II 4.03 3.38 (-15.9) 3.15 2.66 (-15.6) 3.50 3.52 (0.6) 
II 4.04 3.38 (-16.2) 3.20 2.66 (-16.9) 2.59 2.35 (-9.2) 
II 4.10 3.38 (-17.4) 3.23 2.66 (-17.7) 2.60 2.35 (-9.6) 
II 4.08 3.38 (-17.0) 3.21 2.66 (-17.0) 2.60 2.35 (-9.8) 
11 4.15 3.38 (-18.4) 3.25 2.66 (-18.2) 2.60 2.35 (-9.7) 




